Evaluating use patterns of and adherence to medications for benign prostatic hyperplasia.
We investigated adherence to benign prostatic hyperplasia medications in a California Medicaid population. Using California Medicaid data on 1995 to 2004 we identified adult males 40 years old or older with 1 or more diagnosis and 2 or more prescription fills for benign prostatic hyperplasia. Patients with 2 fills on the same day were assigned to the multiple medication cohort. Adherence was measured using the medication possession ratio for the index medication and the proportion of days covered for any benign prostatic hyperplasia medication. Patients with a medication possession ratio or proportion of days covered of 0.8 or greater were considered adherent. A Cox proportional hazards model was used to assess the relative hazards associated with discontinuation. Multiple logistic regression was used to investigate factors associated with nonadherence or a benign prostatic hyperplasia related procedure. Of the total population of 2,640 men 40% were adherent with any benign prostatic hyperplasia medication. A significantly greater proportion of patients using multiple medications and finasteride were adherent with any benign prostatic hyperplasia medication (62% and 55%, respectively, p <0.0001). Doxazosin, terazosin and tamsulosin use was associated with nonadherence (p = 0.008, 0.04 and 0.03, respectively). Younger patients and those changing medications were more likely to discontinue (p = 0.01 and <0.0001), while patients using multiple medications and those experiencing a gap were at lower risk for discontinuation (p = 0.01 and <0.0001, respectively). Predictors of a procedure included an index prescription in 1999 or later, a urologist visit and nonadherence to any benign prostatic hyperplasia medication (p = 0.01, <0.0001 and <0.0001, respectively). Adherence to alpha-blockers was less than adherence to finasteride or multiple medications and nonadherence was significantly associated with a procedure. Interventions focused on improving adherence to benign prostatic hyperplasia medications are clearly needed.